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Discovery of Activation Energy Enhancement during Initial Silicon-Oxide Growth
and Its Physical Modeling for Accurate Process Simulation
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Higashi-Koigakubo, Kokubunji, Tokyo, 185, Japan

The dependance of surface reaction activation energy on
silicon-dioxide film thickness has been st,udied for the first
time, in t,he rang'e of 10 2 00 A . The discovery that
activation energy increases around 3OA of thickness is
unveiled and discussed physically. In addition, a new
oxidation model is proposed, including an initial-oxide growth
region.
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1. Introduction
For VLSI applications, there is a

continuing effort to furLher reduce

device dimensions. Tbe thermal
oxidation of silicon in the thin
region(<100A) is of vital importance
to VLSI device designers because thin
layers of SiOz are exclusively used as

the gate dielectrics for high
performance MOS devices. In some of
the first studies on the growth
kinetics of SiOz in dry oxyg'en, it was

observed that the oxidation rate in
the early stages of SiOz growth is
faster than described by the DeaI-
Grove equationl). The growth kinet.ics
of these thin oxide films has been

investigated and many models have been

proposed. However, it can be seen that,

these modeLs have a limited range of
success and cannot be applied under
aIl experimental condit j_ons.

Accordinglyr w€ devised a new

fundamental method, where we consj_der

that the act,ivation energiy for surface

reactions, as a parameter, depends on

t.he SiOz thickness. Using this method,

we tried to estimate an elementary
process of oxidation enhancement in
the thin region and derived a ne$t

equation. In this paper, a new model

is proposed to account for the growth

of both thin and thick SiOz layers.
2. Proposed oxidation equation

Because the oxidation process is, in
principle, surface reaction rate-
limited in the thin regionr dny
process that would result in enhancing

the transport of oxidant through the
oxide should have no effect on growth

rate. Consequentlyr tr€ describe the
growth kinetics of these thin oxide
films with an Arrhenius-type equation:

u(Tp;x)=u6(p;x)exilEIU, ), (r)

where Ea is activation energy for
surface reactions, uo is the constant
that is independent of t,he

temperature, T is the temperature, p
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is the oxidant partial Pressure' x is
the oxidation thickness and k is the

Boltzmann factor. Deal and Grovet)

assumed that an activation energy for
a surface reaction does not depend on

the SiOz thickness. Howeverr $te suppose

that oxidation enhancement is caused

by the reduction of surface reaction
activation energy. In Eq. (1) 

' the
activation energy, ga (x), and the
constant, uo(prx), are considered to be

parameters that depend on the SiOz

thickness. In addit.ion, $te can

estimate the elementary Process of
oxidation enhancement by studying the

dependance of activation energy on the

SiOz thickness. Using Eq. (1), Ea(x)

and uo (p, x) are calculated from
Ma s s oud t s 

t' and the authots "'
experimental results, and are
illustrated respectively in Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2. The universal parameter,
Ea (x), depends only on the SiOz

thickness, and not on other oxidation
conditions. To separate the tr,{o

variables in uo (p, x) , yre assume that
uo (p, x) is def ined as ,roopo'tf 1*1 . This

means that the oxidation rate in the

thin region has a pressure dependance

of -po't 
t' , which is in agreement with

the findings of a high pressure

oxidation study in dry o*ygerrt' where

the linear rate constant , B/A, was

found to have a po't -po't ptessure

dependance. The f(x) value calculated
under the above assumption is
illustrated in Fig. 3. It, is also a

universal parameter which depends only

on the SiOz thickness and not on other

oxidation conditions. Therefore, it is
considered that the above assumption

about pressure dependance is vaIid.
Above all, two nest equations can be

proposed. One, Eq. (2), can account

for the oxidation enhancement in the

thin region:

u(Tp;x)={uoo(1 atm)po's}f(x)exp( tP,,
(2)

where

uso(latm) = 1.29x10 e(A/min1 (2')

The other, Eq. (3), is an extended

Deal-Grove equation which accounts for
the growth of both the thin and thick
SiOa layers:

dx- 1

dt 2** I
D ' u(T,p;x) ,

where

D=DoexP( - Eb/kT),

(3)

(3'' )

u(Tp;x)= t uoo(l atm)po's 1 f(x)exp( P, ),

(3" )

t is the oxidation t,ime, D is the

diffusion constant of the oxidant and

Eu is an activation energy for the

diffusion.
3. Kinetics of oxidation enhancement

We consider the kinetics of the

reduction of activation energy

illustrated in Fig. 1 to be the

analogous to the kinetics proposed by

cabrera and Mott. 3)'4). This kinetics
model is illustrated in Fig. 4. The

electrons can pass through Lhe oxide

layer from silicon to the oxygen

because of the tunnel effect. Some of

the adsorbed oxygen is converted into
ions, setting up an electric field
across the oxide layer. This field
reduces activation energy.



It has been found that the model of
Cabrera and Mott cannot explain
oxidation enhancement in the thin

, 6) __reg'ion This is because the
following factors. A growth rate of
about rAlmin at gs0C requires 3x10r2
cm-2/sec-l of oxidant flux. The same

amount of electron flux from the
silicon surface to the oxide is
required to ionize the oxidant species
negatively. The flux of the electrons
due to the t.hermionic-emission is much

Iower than the oxidant flux required
by the growth of thin SiOz layers. The

tunneling effect cannot provide oxygen

rnolecules with sufficient electrons at
the oxide surface when the SiOz i s

thicker than 30 A . However, as

illustrated in Fig. Lt activation
energy is reduced only when the SiOz

is thinner than 30A. Consequently, $re

confirm that the model of Cabrera and.

Mott is valid to explain the reduction
of activation energy, and also that
the electrons are provided, by the
tunnel effect, not by the thermionic-
emission.

In Fig. Lt a more interesting
phenomenon, which has not been
report,ed bef ore r cdn be seen .

Act j-vation energ'y has a peak around
3 O A of siticon dioxide. This
phenomenon cannot be explained by the
models proposed before now.
Nevertheless, although !{e cannot
explain it. explicitly, it is believed
that the oxygen ions at the silicon
surface contribut,e to activation
energ,y enhancement around 30A of SiOz.

4. Conclusion

It vras f ound that Ea (x) is a

universal parameter, which depends
only on the SiOz thickness and not on

ot,her oxidation conditions, and that
oxidation rate in the thin region has

a pressure depend.ance of -po'' . Thus,

a new equation which accounts for the
growth of both thin and thick SiOz

layers vras derived. In addition, it
was discovered that activation energy
peaks around 304 of silicon dioxid.e.
Moreover, this new model will be able
to be applied to the growt.h kinetics
of natural oxides.
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Fig. 1. Ea (x) calculated from

Massoudrs2) and authorsr3l experimental
results using Eq. (1) . ea (x) is a

universal- parameter, which depends

only on SiOz thickness and not on other
oxidation conditi-ons.
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Fig. 3. f (x) calculated from
Massoudrs2l and authorsr3) experimental
results using Eq. (2, . f (x) is a

universal parameter, which depends

only on SiOz thickness and not on other
oxidation conditions.
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Fig. 4. Kinetics of the reduction of
an activation energy illustrated in
Fig. L. This kinetics is analogous to
the kinetics proposed by Cabrera and

l'lottt''n). The electrons pass through the

oxide layer from silicon to the oxygen

because of the tunnel effect. Some of
the adsorbed oxygen is converted into
ions, setting up an electric field
across the oxide layer. This field
reduces activation energ'y.
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